INTRODUCTION
In many models Dark Matter (DM) consists of DM particles (DMP) D similar to the SM particles. In these models DMP is stable due to conservation of a new discrete quantum number denoted below the D parity. This is a multiplicative quantum number which can be +1 (D even particles) or -1 (D odd par ticles). All particles known so far are D even, while the DM particle is assumed to be D odd. We consider models in which in addition to the neutral D odd par ticle D with mass M D there is a charged D odd particle D with mass M ± > M D . We also allow one additional neutral D odd particle D A with mass M A > M D . These D particles have identical spin 2 s D = 0 or 1/2. In these models the D particles interact with the SM particles only via the covariant derivative in the kinetic term of the Lagrangian, that is via gauge interactions with the standard electroweak gauge couplings g and g' (in some cases, up to weights given by mixing angles of the model): 
Once produced, D ± and D A quickly decay into DW ± and DZ with either on shell or off shell W or Z. The off shell W* or Z* is understood as di leptonic or diquark (di jet) state with quantum numbers of W or Z and the effective mass M*.
Non observation of process (1) at LEP II implies that M ± > 80 GeV [3] . The DMP mass is limited by its stability during life of Universe [4, 5] .
The cross sections of processes (1), (2) However, the hadron mode of W decay would lead to low precision in this measurement. while the information from the lepton mode looks incomplete. I show that it is sufficient to measure the energy distri bution of a single lepton (for definiteness μ) in the process e + e -→ μ + 2jets + large missing E T . The well iden tified singularities in this distribution allow for determination of M D and M ± with a high precision. After that, measuring the corresponding cross section will allow one to determine the spin of D particles. DOI: 10.1134/S1547477112070059 higher precision in energy distribution. It can be used for measuring M D and M A , if these masses are in the attain ability domain for reaction (2). However, the study of this process cannot be used for measuring spin s D .
The process (1) with decay D ± → DW ± gives only one lepton from the pair, representing the W, and the method based on end points cannot be applied directly. We found that the energy distribution of single muons in the final state (dijet + μ(e) + nothing) has enough singular points for determination through them the masses M ± and M D . After that, one can deter mine the spin s D . The cross section of this process is a significant part of the total e + e -annihilation cross section at ILC (see Table 1 and Fig. 1 ). Main part of this cross section is given by model independent QED contribution of pho ton exchange, the model dependent contribution of Z exchange at > 200 GeV contribute less than 30% in the total cross section. Neglecting small quantity 1/4 -sin 2 θ W , we have (here Z exchange contribution is calcu lated for the weak isodoublet scalar or fermion)
THE PROCESS
The main decay channel for D ± is D ± → DW ± and the observable process is
( 5 ) The final state observed in the detector contains only decay products of both W and nothing else. In contrast to direct production of W + W -pair, this final state is also characterized by a large missing transverse energy (which to a good approximation is equal to minus the total transverse momentum of detected par
. This means that a large transverse momentum is carried away by the undetected neutrinos but also by the neutral and stable D particles.
• At M ± -M D > M W we deal with production of real W with the well known decay channels and branching ratios [5] . The fraction of events with two dijets from hadronic decays for both W's is 0.676 2 ≈ 0.45. The fraction of events with one dijet from q decay of W ϯ plus ഞ = μ, e from lepton decay of W ± is 2 × 0.676 × 2 × (1 + 0.17) × 0.108 ≈ 0.33 (here 0.17 is a fraction of μ or e from the decay of τ).
• If M ± -M D < M W , we deal with a decay to an off shell W*, whose effective mass is M* ≤ M + -M D . At M* > 4 GeV the decay modes and branching ratios for W* decay are practically the same as for the on shell W. At lower M* the cs contribution decreases, and the q 
